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Service call retry 

This presentation provides a detailed look at the service call retry capabilities for service 
invoke primitives and callout nodes. 
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Goals 

� Introduce service call retry 
�Overview of the capabilities 

�Properties for configuration 

�Retry behavior 

�Retry with alternate endpoints 

�Example scenarios 

The goal of this presentation is to provide you with a good understanding of the service 
call retry capabilities. The presentation starts out with an overview of what service call 
retry provides. It then looks at the properties that are used to configure service call retry 
and describes the behavior resulting from the various configuration settings. Finally, a 
couple of example scenarios of retry configuration are presented. 
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Overview of retry capability 

� Service call retry: 
�Enables automatic retry when a service calls return a fault 

�The fault is not returned to the mediation flow unless all retries are 
unsuccessful 

�You configure the retry behavior 

� Service call retry capabilities are enabled for: 
�Service invoke primitives 

�Callout nodes 

� Retries can be made for: 
�The same service at the same endpoint 

�The same service at different (alternate) endpoints 

Service call retry provides an automatic mechanism to retry a service call after receiving a 
fault from the service. With retry, the fault is not returned to the mediation flow unless all 
retries have been attempted and the service call is still resulting in a fault. Properties are 
provided so that you can configure the retry behavior according to your application 
requirements. Both service invoke primitives and callout nodes provide for retry of service 
calls. When a retry is performed, configuration settings allow you to indicate if the same 
service endpoint should be used or if an alternate endpoint should be tried. 
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Overview of retry capability 

� For callout nodes and service invoke primitives: 
�The retry related properties are the same 

�The behavior is the same 

� Configurable for: 
�Modeled versus unmodeled faults 

�Maximum number of retries to attempt 

�Delay between retries 

�Alternate endpoints 

� Alternate endpoints 
�Dynamic endpoint must be enabled 

�Alternate endpoints passed in the SMOHeader 

The retry properties used to configure a service invoke primitive or a callout node are the 
same, and the resulting behavior is also the same. The configuration properties include 
designation of the type of fault that should trigger a retry and the maximum number of 
times a retry should be attempted. You can also configure if there should be a delay 
before performing a retry and if the retry should be to the original service endpoint or to an 
alternate endpoint. When alternate endpoints are used the service invoke primitive, or 
callout node, must have been configured for the use of dynamic endpoints and the 
alternate endpoint addresses must be present in the SMOHeader. 
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Properties for configuring retry 

� Same panel used for service invoke primitives and callout nodes 

� Retry on – which type of faults trigger a retry 

� Retry count - how many times to retry after initial fault 

� Retry delay - number of seconds to wait between retries 

� Try alternate endpoints 
�Indicates to retry using alternate endpoints from the SMO 
�Only applies if the use dynamic endpoint property is also set on details panel 

This slide shows a screen capture of the properties panel used to configure retry 
capabilities. This panel is identical for both service invoke primitives and for callout nodes. 
The property called retry on is used to specify the type of fault that will trigger a retry. The 
choices for this property are shown in a screen capture of the drop down box seen on the 
right side of the slide. As you can see the choices are never to try, retry on any fault, retry 
only for modeled faults or to retry only for unmodeled faults. The retry count specifies the 
maximum number of times to retry before returning the fault to the mediation flow. The 
retry delay allows you to specify a delay, in seconds, between the return of the fault and 
the retry of the service call. The try alternate endpoints indicates you want the retries to be 
performed using the endpoints specified in an alternate endpoints field in the SMO. When 
alternate endpoints is selected, the property on the details panel label “Use dynamic 
endpoint if set in the message header" must also be selected. 
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Retry behavior 

� Retry is attempted when: 
�The called service returns a fault 
�“Retry on” property specifies retry for the type of fault returned 
�“Retry count” property is greater than zero 

� Retries continue until: 
�The service call is successful 
�Maximum number of attempts reached 

� If last retry returns a fault 
�Modeled fault causes appropriate fault terminal to be fired 
�Unmodeled fault cause the fail terminal to be fired 

� Asynchronous timeout treated as an unmodeled fault 
�On both initial attempt and on retries 
�Retry delay is applied after the asynchronous timeout 

The behavior of service call retry is described here. A retry is attempted only when the 
service call returns a fault whose type matches the types specified in the retry on property 
and the retry count is greater than zero. The retries will continue until either there is a 
successful service call, or the maximum number of retries specified in the retry count 
property has been reached. In the case where the maximum retry count has been reached 
and the last retry returned a fault, the fault is returned to the mediation flow. In the case of 
a modeled fault, the terminal for that specific modeled fault is fired on either the service 
invoke primitive or the callout response node. Likewise, if it is an unmodeled fault, the fail 
terminal is fired. For a detailed explanation of handling of faults in a mediation flow, see 
the unmodeled fault presentation for which a reference is provided at the end of this 
presentation. 

Finally, in the event that a service does not respond, an asynchronous timeout occurs, 
which is treated as an unmodeled fault. If there is a retry delay configured, that delay is 
applied after the asynchronous timeout. Therefore, the total time between the initial call 
and the retry is the sum of the timeout value and delay value. 
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SMOHeader fields 

� Target 
�Contains TargetAddressType for a 

dynamic endpoint 
� Binding type specification 
� Name of an import 
� Address of an endpoint 

�Used for initial service call attempt 

� AlternateTarget 
�Array of TargetAddressType 
�Used during retry processing 

� Setting the Target and 
AlternateTarget 
�Typically set by the endpoint lookup 

primitive 
�Can be set directly in mediation logic 

The screen capture in the upper right shows the SMOHeader, contained in the header 
portion of the service message object. The Target field contains a TargetAddressType 
describing a dynamic endpoint to be used as the endpoint for the initial service call. The 
dynamic endpoint is described with a TargetAddressType, composed of some combination 
of a binding type, import name and a URI address for an endpoint. For more information 
on the use of the TargetAddressType and dynamic endpoints, see the dynamic invocation 
presentation referenced at the end of this presentation. 

The next field is the AlternateTarget which is an array of TargetAddressType used during 
retry processing. 

The setting of the Target and AlternateTarget addresses is typically done using the 
endpoint lookup primitive which accesses the WebSphere® Service Registry and 
Repository to obtain endpoint addresses. However, any primitives in the mediation flow 
can be used to set the Target and AlternateTarget addresses in the SMOHeader. 
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Retry behavior for alternate endpoints 

� Alternate endpoints not used if: 
�Use dynamic endpoint property is not set 

�Try alternate endpoints property is not set 

�AlternateTarget field in SMOHeader contains no endpoints 

� When using endpoints from AlternateTarget 
�Retries occur using endpoints in order specified 

�Maximum retries controlled by retry count (not by the number of 
alternate endpoints specified) 
� When retry count is less then the number of alternate endpoints 

– Remaining endpoints after retry count reached are not tried 

� When retry count is more then the number of alternate endpoints 
– When all endpoints have been tried, try the initial endpoint from the Target field again 

– Loop through Target endpoint and AlternateTarget endpoints until retry count reached 

When doing a retry, alternate endpoints are not used unless all of these are true. First, the 
use dynamic endpoints property, which controls the use of the target address in the SMO 
for the initial service call, must be selected. Then the try alternate endpoints property must 
also be selected. If both these are selected and the TargetAddress field in the SMO 
contains addresses, then these alternate target addresses are used for the retry. If not, the 
retry is done using the same endpoint as the initial attempt. 

When the alternate target endpoints are used for retry, the attempts are made to the 
endpoints in the same order that they appear in the array. The number of retries that occur 
is still controlled by the retry count property and not by the number of alternate endpoints 
in the array. If the retry count is less than the number of alternate endpoints, then the 
endpoints in the array beyond the maximum retry count are not attempted. In the case 
where the retry count is greater than the number of alternate endpoints, the initial endpoint 
is retried again after the alternates are exhausted. Retries will continue, looping through 
the endpoints in the Target field and the AlternateTarget array until the maximum retry 
count is reached. 
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Example scenarios 

� Endpoint with high level of availability 
�Service endpoint automatically restarted if terminated 

�Quality of service guarantees outage never longer than ten seconds 

�Configure: 
� Retry count of five 

� Retry delay of two seconds 

� Group of endpoints that back each other up 
�Quality of service guarantees always a backup endpoint available 

�Service outage of a single endpoint might not be resolved quickly 

�Configure: 
� Retry with alternate endpoints 

� Retry count equal to the number of alternate endpoints 

� Retry delay of zero seconds 

The use of service call retry is dictated by your particular application requirements. This 
slide provides a couple of examples to illustrate the application of retry. In the first 
scenario, there is a service with a single endpoint that automatically restarts if it goes 
down. Also, it provides a quality of service guarantee that it will never be down for longer 
than 10 seconds. In this case, you can configure your service invoke primitive or callout 
node to have a retry count of five with a delay of two seconds. Assuming the service 
meets its quality of service guarantee, the retry will eventually be successful. 

In the second scenario, there are several endpoints for the same service which provide 
backup for each other. The quality of service guarantee provided by the service is that 
there will always be at least one of the endpoints available, but any single endpoint might 
be unavailable for an extended period of time. In this case, you configure you retry to use 
alternate endpoints with a retry count equal to the number of service endpoints provided, 
and the retry delay can be set to zero. 
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Summary 

� Introduced service call retry 
�Overview of the capabilities 

�Properties for configuration 

�Retry behavior 

�Retry with alternate endpoints 

�Example scenarios 

� Related presentations 
�Service invoke primitive 

�Dynamic invocation 

�Unmodeled faults 

In this presentation you were introduced to service call retry capabilities for service invoke 
primitives and callout nodes; starting with an overview of the function. The properties used 
for configuration and the resulting behavior were described. Finally, a couple of example 
usage scenarios were provided. 

To fully understand retry capabilities in the context of mediation flows, you might find these 
presentations useful. In the mediation primitives section is a presentation on the service 
invoke primitive. In this section, mediation flows, there are presentations describing 
dynamic invocation and unmodeled faults. The latter not only addresses the handling of 
unmodeled faults, but modeled faults as well. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send e-mail feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WBPMv62_RetryServiceCalls.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../WBPMv62_RetryServiceCalls.pdf 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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